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Matthew Evans

Food Writer, Farmer, Television Broadcaster and
Chef

Matthew Evans is a food writer, farmer, television
broadcaster and chef.

Matthew lives and works on Fat Pig Farm, a mixed
holding where he tends a garden, makes cider, fattens
the namesake pigs and tries to entice milk from two full
cream dairy cows for his onsite restaurant.

Matthew’s personal farming journey has been the focus
of six series of Gourmet Farmer on SBS, and he has
presented two documentaries, For The Love of Meat, and What’s The Catch.

Matthew is the author of over a dozen books on food, including the authoritative ethical meat
manifesto On Eating Meat. He’s an advocate for open, fair, accountable food and farming systems,
and has pushed for honest labelling so we can all enjoy sustainable seafood. His most recent
book SOIL is a hymn to the remarkable, and underappreciated bit of Earth that gifts us life. It’s a
swashbuckling tale of soil that arms us all with the knowledge and respect to care about its health,
the perfect complement to his latest completely revised cookbook The Real Food Companion. His
next book, MILK, due out in July 2024, unpacks the truth and lies behind the original superfood.

Client testimonials

“ Matthew was a brilliant speaker, and complemented our gala dinner program and venue
perfectly.

- Environment Institute of Australia and New Zealand EIANZ

“ After giving [Matthew] some rough (and fairly vague I’m sure) ideas of what we were after I
pretty much left the evening we had planned to him, giving him full creative control. In this
area Matthew excelled above and beyond our highest expectations. Having a brief meeting
before our event with Matthew was a fantastic opportunity as it was clear that despite the
vague nature of my instructions, he just got it. The event was a wild success and a real
highlight for everyone who attended our 3 day event in Hobart. I would have no hesitations in
recommending Matthew to anyone who was interested.
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- Suncorp
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